
USA / NATO gearing up for counterattack against Russian forces in July or
August, with high risk of escalated retaliatory strikes by Russia using EMP or
nuclear weapons

Description

Based on facts that have now been made public, it is clear that the USA and NATO are gearing up for
a massive military counterattack against Russian forces in Ukraine. Based on the idea that it takes a
few months to build up logistics, hardware and personnel, the likely timeline for this counterattack
appears to be around the July / August time frame.

Keep in mind that the overarching context of all this is the plan to cancel the 2022 mid-terms by 
placing America into a world war before November, accompanied by a domestic police state /
martial law response that now includes an actual Ministry of Truth run by Homeland Security (DHS).

Some of the information supporting the coming counterattack includes the recent revelation that
military pilot cadets from Ukraine were secretly moved to the United States in March in order to
undergo intensive F-16 fighter pilot training in preparation for deployment against Russia. We
understand that Ukrainian military teams are undergoing similar training in artillery and tank command
as well. Seasoned military observers would correctly point out that you can’t train an effective F-16 
fighter pilot in just a few months (nor a tank commander, etc.), yet this only speaks to the
desperation of USA / NATO / Ukrainian efforts to try to throw almost anything at the Russians in an
effort to stop the seemingly unstoppable, grinding advancement of Russian forces across southern
Ukraine.

May 2, 2022 map of Russian control in Ukraine via LiveUAmap.com:
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In addition to the above, it’s also clear that USA / NATO forces are planning to cobble together a false
flag operation in Ukraine — likely involving chemical weapons — in order to trigger the internal
justification to deploy US troops directly against Russian forces in Ukraine. Congressman Adam
Kinzinger has introduced a “Ukraine War Resolution” that specifies this exact escalation plan, in fact.

 

The timing of the chemical false flag will likely be sometime in June, allowing the US media to whip up
outrage and anti-Russia hatred — as the media’s primary job these days is to teach hatred and
intolerance to the gullible sheeple — to the point where the American people are screaming for World
War III. Falling in line with the engineered outrage, US Senators and House members will call for a
declaration of war against Russia, and that will be echoed by the criminal cabal running the fake White
House Oval Office sound stage from which fake president Biden declares whatever current state of
confusion he is expressing on that particular day.

By July or August, it seems, we will be in a full-blown World War III against Russia, with US troops and
weapons deployed in Ukraine, facing off against the far better-equipped Russian forces which have
very short supply lines back to Russia, compared to the extremely long supply lines from the USA to
Western Ukraine (which involves crossing the Atlantic and all of Western Europe, then somehow
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navigating Ukraine’s blown up railroads and destroyed bridges while under heavy fire from Russian air
power and missiles).

America will very likely attempt to strike infrastructure targets
inside Russia

As the counterattack against Russia gets under way, it is very likely that US and NATO forces will
unleash attempted missile strikes, drone strikes or bombing runs targeting infrastructure installations in
Russia. The primary objective will be to cut off Russia’s domestic supply of fuel, steel, ammunition, etc.

But this move would clearly cross the line in Russia’s mind, forcing Russia to realize that this western
war is an existential threat against the very survival of Russia as a nation. This realization is only
exacerbated by admissions from US high-level Pentagon officials that they are deliberately trying to
weaken Russia and destroy Russia’s ability to ever wage war again.

Thus, Russia will quickly reach the conclusion that it will need to escalate its retaliatory strikes to
something more than mere cruise missiles and artillery. Although we can’t read Putin’s mind, it seems
likely that he has already realized that sooner or later, he needs to take out the USA’s supply chain in
order to stop the flow of weapons (and military training) to Ukraine from the United States.

Interestingly, the USA is now threatening China with economic sanctions if China supplies weapons to
Russia. So according to the USA, only Ukraine can be augmented with weapons, but never Russia.

Why Russia will likely prefer an EMP retaliatory strike against
the USA and NATO nations

Russia has vastly superior ICBM systems such as the new SARMAT-2 missile with up to 15 MIRVs
and hypersonic glide vehicle capability (HGV). This means Russia has the ability to launch a single
ICBM that can achieve nuclear strikes on 15 U.S. cities all at once, with little to no risk of interdiction by
US defensive forces.

However, an open-air nuclear strike in the northern hemisphere would contaminate the entire
hemisphere with radioactive fallout. From Russia’s point of view, a “safer” option is to detonate a high-
altitude EMP weapon that destroys the US power grid and plunges the United States into chaos and
collapse. This sort of EMP strike would utterly disable America’s military supply chain while achieving
something on the order of 90% civilian casualties within 1-2 years, according to previous government
analysis reports.

Surely Russia knows that America’s power grid is not yet hardened against EMP, and that America’s
financial system, food stamps, communications, fuel deliveries and nearly everything else depends on
the power grid functioning. Thus, an EMP strike is the most efficient way for Russia to disable America
and possibly collapse the nation during a time of war.

Once you realize this, you also realize that EMP weapons might also be used against NATO nations
such as the United Kingdom. An EMP strike against London — or Paris, or Berlin — would plunge the
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entire nation into darkness and collapse.

Thus, we believe that EMP weapons will be the first strike weapon preferred by Russia in retaliation
against NATO and US forces striking infrastructure targets inside Russia (should that occur).

We pray this never takes place, but it looks like Biden and his insane handlers are deliberately pushing
the United States into this scenario.

Russia’s “secret weapon” to hold in reserve: Underwater
nuclear drones that could unleash a radioactive tidal wave
against the USA or UK

You might think that Russia would never use EMP weapons because they might fear nuclear retaliation
from the US or UK. Yet Russia has another secret weapon being held in reserve that could be played
as a key leverage point to prevent nuclear retaliation from western nations: The underwater submarine
drones with 100+ megaton warheads.

These underwater drones, according to multiple reports, have already been positioned off the coasts of
the USA (East Coast) and the UK, awaiting detonation commands via low-frequency satellite comms.
These are publicly known to carry 100 Megaton warheads, but I’m told that Russia actually has 200
and even 300 Megaton warheads in these units.

Once detonated, these weapons unleash a tidal wave of radioactive ocean water, drenching coastal
cities and making the region uninhabitable for at least three centuries. With one detonation, Russia
could destroy Washington D.C., New York City (Wall Street), military ports in Virginia and other major
cities along the East Coast. In fact, a Russian TV station is now openly bragging about this capability.
As ZH reports:

A recent Russian state TV program has stirred outrage and made headlines across the United 
Kingdom after a television presenter featured a simulated demonstration of how the Russian navy’s 
nuclear submarines would take out the UK with ease.

“It approaches its target at a depth of 1km at a speed of 200km/h. There’s no way of stopping this 
underwater drone. The warhead on it has a yield of up to 100 megatons.”

“The explosion of this thermonuclear torpedo by Britain’s coastline will cause a gigantic tsunami wave 
up to 500m high.”

He then said the UK could be turned into “a radioactive desert” in the most provocative moment of the 
program: 

“Such a barrage alone also carries extreme doses of radiation. Having passed over the British Isles, it 
will turn what might be left of them into a radioactive desert.”
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The thing is, such boastful claims on Russian television are not mere hyperbole. Russia has the 
weapons to back up such claims, and those weapons are very likely already positioned off thecoasts
of the US and UK in preparation for precisely such a scenario.

Tit for tat – One possible timeline of how the escalation
happens

(Early Feb, 2022) Ukraine prepares a massive military assault against the Donbas region to destroy
the self-governance uprising of the pro-Russia regions of southeastern Ukraine.

(Feb 22, 2022) Russia recognizes the independence of those breakaway states and prepares to
invade Ukraine to defend those regions against Ukrainian aggression.

(March, 2022) US and NATO begins training Ukrainian military personnel to operate NATO hardware
such as F-16 fighter jets. Severe economic weapons of mass destruction unleashed against Russia.

(April, 2022) Russia realizes it’s all-in and begins push for gaining territory in southern Ukraine,
pushing toward Odessa while grinding away the remaining personnel in the Ukrainian military.

(May, 2022) Massive military buildup of troops, tanks, artillery and logistics accelerates in eastern
Poland, a staging area for the coming counter assault.

The following are estimates of future events, subject to corrections as reality unfolds…

(June, 2022) NATO and the USA pull off a chemical weapons false flag in Ukraine to blame Russia
and justify escalation to World War III.

(July or August, 2022) NATO and the USA launch a counteroffensive against Russian forces in
Ukraine, but they also unleash bombs and missile strikes against infrastructure targets in Russia (such
as oil refineries).

(August or September, 2022) Russia retaliates against NATO strikes by launching EMP weapons
against the USA and NATO nations, notably targeting the UK.

(September / October, 2022) Possibility that the USA and Western Europe is plunged into darkness.
Total chaos. Military martial law. Elections cancelled. USA responds by threatening nuclear strikes
against Russia. Russia counter-threatens with underwater nuclear bomb drones that could unleash a
nuclear tidal wave.

(October / November, 2022) Anyone’s guess what happens here… if cooler heads don’t prevail, we
could be in a global thermonuclear exchange with Russia before the end of 2022. Everybody loses.
Because the USA and NATO nations are run by incompetent morons who seem to be part of a global 
death cult that actually desires a nuclear war.

The US military is no match against Russia
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Relevant to all this is the sorry fact that the United States vastly overestimates its military capabilities,
morale and readiness. Under the control of libtard Pentagon generals and sissypants soyboy
leadership, the very culture of the US military has shifted away from a manly, can-do attitude of rugged
fighters to a transgenderfied landscape of gay helicopter crews and cross-dressing snowflakes who are
but a shadow of what the US military was just a decade ago.

Now, we have fewer and fewer “soldiers” and more and more techno-toys (like suicide drones) run by
gamers and overweight operators who could barely pass a physical. Once this technology is taken
away from US forces — which can be easily accomplished with EMP weapons — the remaining
military men and women have vastly reduced effectiveness because they are largely incapable of
actually fighting (you know, with rifles and boots on the ground). Although we support our active duty
soldiers and veterans, the sad truth is that they can’t match the grit and physical capabilities of World
War II-era soldiers (and US Marines) who could accomplish almost anything with a rifle and a spotting
scope.

Russia’s soldiers are the real deal: Rugged, determined and now well-experienced in battlefield
maneuvers. They don’t need advanced technology to be an effective fighting force, which means 
Russia’s soldiers can still project power even without tech-heavy weapons. This means Russia
has a devastating advantage of resiliency and ruggedness that’s simply no longer reflected in the
libtard culture of the US Pentagon and its increasingly feminized fighting forces. Meanwhile, the most
capable pro-America men in the military are being purged at breakneck speed, eliminating them from
military ranks and thereby leaning the remaining forces in the direction of snowflakism and whiny little
bitches who are “triggered” by the very sight of the American flag!

Remember: The Pentagon is run by generals who hate the American flag and everything 
America stands for. Do you think the forces they control are going to be ready to fight for America
and win World War III? Not by a long shot. The libtards all hate America and want to see it fail.

Say what you want about Putin, but Putin doesn’t hate Russia. He’s not trying to dismantle the
Russian culture. And he’s not a sissypants soyboy, either. Unlike Biden, Putin is a cognitive genius,
and he is right now out-maneuvering the incompetent, almost mentally retarded US “President” and his
entire regime of America-hating lunatics and sociopaths.

Get the full details in today’s Situation Update podcast here:

Brighteon.com/2777388a-b58e-461e-8759-7d16c1a12fed

Discover more information-packaged podcasts each day, along with special reports, interviews and
emergency updates, at:

by: Mike Adams 
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